Charged particle equilibrium of small field in clinical proton beams.
It is expected that proton beam radiotherapy will become an effective treatment for tumors. For an organ for which a correct dose prescription is required, a proton beam has the ability to provide the dose most suitable for the specific purpose. We measured the charged particle equilibrium factor of proton beams in water using a plane parallel ionization chamber. The maximum energy of the proton beam used in this study was 70 MeV, produced from an isochronous cyclotron. We assume that the charged particle equilibrium factor can be separated into longitudinal and lateral components, that is, the factor E (Z, R) is dependent on depth, Z, and field radius, R; such that E (Z, R) =E (Z) E (R). The E (Z) -factor of primary protons was considered in order to investigate the influence of secondary charged particles. From the results, the charged particle equilibrium factor for the longitudinal component does not remain sharp with the decrease of water depth, and the lateral component is not maintained with the decrease of field size. However, the longitudinal components of primary protons at shallow depth were in equilibrium.